Planning to Avoid Side Effects
Introduction to Side Effects in AI Safety

Fluent Side Effects

Underspecified objectives may lead an AI system to cause negative side
effects (Amodei et al., 2016).
• A robot directed to go to a location may break a vase on the shortest path
(Amodei et al.).

A fluent f is a side effect of a plan π if f is true after executing π, even
though f was neither initially true nor part of the goal. Similarly, ¬f is
a side effect if f was initially true.

STRIPS planning
problem

Fluent-Preserving Plan

Set H of
goal-agent pairs*

There are various works on avoiding or learning to avoid side effects in MDPs
(e.g., Turner, Hadfield-Menell, and Tadepalli, 2020; Krakovna et al., 2020;
Saisubramanian, Kamar, and Zilberstein, 2020).
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Computation

A plan π for a STRIPS planning problem is fluent-preserving if no other
plan has strictly fewer fluent side effects.

compilation
/

CP

Set H of
goal-plan pairs**

Planning problem
with costs

*only for goal-preserving planning
**only for policy-preserving planning

Are Side Effects a Risk for Classical Planning?
• Symbolic planning problems were often designed by hand and didn’t offer
much opportunity for negative side effects.
• Problem-specific symbols may not even be able to represent side effects.
• But more realistically complicated or learned models may present risks
that can be avoided.

Goal Side Effects
• Given a multi-agent planning environment, suppose that agent i can
achieve a goal ŜG from the initial state.
• A plan π has a goal side effect on agent i w.r.t. goal ŜG if i can no
longer achieve ŜG after π is executed.

• A is a finite set of actions
• δ : S × A → S is a partial function

fluent-preserving: each fluent true in the initial state, and negation of a fluent that’s false
in the initial state, is made a soft goal
policy-preserving: the policies are represented using plans, and regression is used to
determine the conditions that would have to hold for them to reach their goals

Experimental Results
The truck going to the factory leaves a trail of oil, blocking the animals.
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Background: Symbolic Planning and STRIPS
A state-transition system is a tuple
⟨S, A, δ⟩ where
• S is a finite set of states

The approach is based on the soft goals compilation by Keyder and Geffner (2009).

goal-preserving: the agent tries to find a plan in which as many goals as possible from H
are achieved in sequence by their corresponding agents, with the environment being
reset in between

Contributions
• formalize the notion of side effect in
classical planning
• define classes of negative side effects
relating to impact on other agents’ ability
to subsequently realize their goals and plans
• provide mechanisms for computing
side-effect-minimizing plans for STRIPS
problems

Compilation Details

A planning problem consists of
• a state transition system ⟨S, A, δ⟩
• an initial state s0 ∈ S
• a set of goal states SG ⊆ S

A plan is an action sequence π = a1 , a2 , . . . , ak reaching a goal state.
In STRIPS planning problems:
• a set of fluents are used to represent properties that can change, e.g.,
at_robot_A could represent whether a robot is at location A
• a state is represented by a set of fluents (those true in that state)
• the goal is a set of fluents which have to be made true (while the other
fluents can take any value), e.g., {at_robot_B}

Abstract Version of Minimizing Side Effects
Given a planning problem and distance function d : S × S → [0, ∞), a plan
π is change-minimizing if it minimizes the distance between the initial and
final states (see also the discussion of distance functions by Amodei et al.).
All of the types of side effect minimization we’ll consider can be thought of
as special cases of this.

Goal-Preserving Plan
Given a planning problem, a set H of goal-agent pairs (s.t. the given
agent initially can achieve the goal), and a weight function w : H → R,
a plan π is goal-preserving if it minimizes the weighted sum of goals
from H that are made unachievable for their corresponding agents.
• Suppose H consists of
reaching ,
reaching , and
reaching .
• The plan in which
cleans the circled
cells allows
to reach , and
to
reach .
• That is a goal-preserving plan to reach
the factory if only 3 cells can be cleaned,
and the goals are equally weighted.

Policy Side Effects
• A (partial) policy is a (partial) function from states to actions.
• Given a multi-agent planning environment, suppose that agent i can
achieve a goal ŜG from the initial state using policy ρ.
• A plan π has a policy side effect on agent i w.r.t. goal ŜG and policy
ρ if i can no longer achieve ŜG using ρ after π is executed.

Policy-Preserving Plan
Given a planning problem, a set H of goal-policy pairs (s.t. the given
policy initially can achieve the goal), and a weight function w : H → R,
a plan π is policy-preserving if it minimizes the weighted sum of
goals from H made unachievable by their corresponding policies.

FSE: fluent side effects
PSE: policy side effects
GSE: goal side effects

|H|: number of goal-policy / goal-agent pairs
PT: planning time (seconds)
CT: compilation time (seconds)
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Future Work
• side effects before the plan’s end
• side effects on others’ plan costs

• trade-off between plan cost and side effects
• more efficient ways of minimizing side effects
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